
Problem Set 8Spring 10Due: Tuesday, April 20, in lass before the leture.Please follow the homework format guidelines posted on the lass web page:http://www.s.uiu.edu/lass/sp10/s373/1. E.T. [Category: Puzzle, Points: 5℄Show that the problem of deiding whether aliens exist in the universe is deidable.More preisely, show that there is a Turing mahine that will print �YES� if there arealiens in the universe, and �NO� otherwise!2. Redution à la Rie's Theorem [Category: Proof, Points: 20℄A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is losed under reversal if for every w ∈ L, wR ∈ L.Show that L
rev

= {〈M〉 | M is a TM and L(M) is closed under reversal} is undeid-able.You may not simply appeal to Rie's theorem (however, you an adapt the proof ofRie's theorem to solve this problem).3. Queueueueueueue [Category: Proof, Points: 20℄A queue automaton is an automaton with �nitely many states, that an manipulate an(unbounded) queue data-struture. Fix an input alphabet Σ and a queue alphabet Γ,where Σ ⊆ Γ. The input, a word in Σ∗, is given to the queue automaton in the queue,and in eah step the automaton an enqueue a letter onto the queue, or dequeue aletter from the queue. A queue is simply a FIFO (�rst-in-�rst-out) data-struture, andan ontain any number of letters. The queue automaton is non-deterministi, andaepts a word if there is some way to reah an aept state.Show that the membership problem for queue automata in undeidable.In other words, show that, given a queue automaton QA and a word w ∈ Σ∗, hekingwhether QA aepts w is undeidable.Your answer an be at a high-level desription of a redution.Below is a formal desription of a queue automaton in ase you want to understandthe question better using a more preise desription (you need not give the redutionin this kind of detail).Let Γǫ = Γ ∪ {eps}.A queue automaton is a tuple (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0, qacc
) where Q is a �nite set of states, q0 ∈ Qis the initial state, q

acc
∈ Q is the aepting state, and δ ⊆ Q × Γǫ × Γǫ × Q.Intuitively, if (q, a, b, q′) ∈ δ, then it means that the automaton an go from state q tostate q′ by dequeuing a from the queue and enqueing b to the queue.Formally, a on�guration of a queue automaton is a pair (q, x) where q ∈ Q and x ∈ Γ∗(q is the state the queue automaton is in, and x is the ontent of the queue, with the1
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head of the queue being the �rst letter in x and the tail of the queue being the lastletter in x).We de�ne the transitions between on�gurations as follows: for any x ∈ Γ∗, a, b ∈ Γ,
(q, ax) → (q′, xb) i� (q, a, b, q′) ∈ δ. (This aptures a move that dequeues a andenqueues b.)A word w is aepted by the queue automaton if there is a sequene of on�gurations
C1, C2, . . . , Cn suh that C1 = (q0, w), for eah 1≤ i<n, Ci → Ci+1, and Cn = (q

acc
, y)for some y ∈ Γ∗.4. Nondeterminism [Category: Constrution, Points: 20℄For every natural number n, let nb be the binary representation of n. For example,

5b = 101. Assume there is a TM, Multiplier, that when given inputs mb and nb on twotapes, outputs (m ∗ n)b on the third tape. The TM Multiplier is provided for you as ablak box that you an use.Construt a nondeterministi Turing mahine Mcomp to deide if a natural number x,represented as xb, is a omposite number (a omposite number is a number that is notprime). Your NTM must be a deider (i.e. halt no matter what non-deterministihoies it makes) and furthermore halt within O(poly(|xb|)) steps (i.e. work in poly-nomial time). To do the latter, you must exploit non-determinism.Desribe your onstrution learly (it need not be formal) and in su�ient detail sothat is understandable, lear and easy to see it's orret.5. Dovetailing [Category: Constrution, Points: 20℄Prove that the language Ltwo = { 〈M〉 | |L(M)| ≥ 2} is Turing-reognizable. Infor-mally, Ltwo is the set of Turing mahines that aept at least two strings.6. (Extra Credit) Highly Non-reognizable (NOT COMPULSORY FOR HONORS) [Category:Proof, Points: 20℄Let LALL = {〈M〉|M is a TM with input alphabet Σ and L(M) = Σ∗}.Informally, LALL is the set of TMs that aept every input string.We want you to show that neither LALL nor its omplement is TM-reognizable!You an assume that all strings enode some Turing mahine, and hene
LALL = {〈M〉|M is a TM with input alphabet Σ and L(M) 6= Σ∗}.(a) Prove that LALL is not TM-reognizable.Hint: Be areful when using redutions to prove non-reognizability. When youredue A to B in order to show that if B was reognizable, then A is reognizable,you reate a reognizer for A using a reognizer for B. However, you must beareful not to �ip the answer given by the orale reognizing B as reognizablelanguages are not losed under omplement.
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(b) Prove that LALL is non-reognizable.Hint: This diretion is trikier. Assume LALL is reognizable and that MALL isa TM reognizing it. Note that we annot assume that MALL halts on all inputs.All we know is that it aepts x i� x ∈ LALL. You may use the existene of
MALL to show that ATM is reognizable, whih we know is false. Also, when youonstrut the reognizer, when it is given input 〈M, w〉, you may want to onsidersimulating M on w for a �nite number of steps.
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